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Introduction
In 2016, the Money Management Institute (MMI) launched a major initiative to address the issues and
opportunities facing Emerging Asset Managers. This multi-pronged initiative includes Emerging Asset
Manager Forums (two well-received forums have already been conducted), along with a
comprehensive schedule of events, webinars, and related research and publications.
As an integral part of this initiative, in cooperation with MMI leadership, rpmAUM™ was engaged in
2017 to conduct a survey to gain further insight into how asset management firms, of all sizes and
tenure, are managing challenges and opportunities throughout different stages of their lifecycle.
rpmAUM™, known for consulting on asset management product, brand, distribution, and strategic
partnerships, had a hypothesis relating to the importance of decisions made (or not made) at critical
inflection points as asset management firms progress through the lifecycle stages of introduction,
growth, and maturity. These strategic and tactical decisions are relevant to firms of all sizes and tenure
and have a direct impact on a firm’s future growth trajectory.
After a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative research study, rpmAUM™ uncovered important
findings and industry best practices across the asset managers surveyed.
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Key Observations
ASSET MANAGEMENT FIRM ACTUALIZATION
Significant gap between asset management firms’ internal perception and their market reality

SURVIVORS VS. THRIVERS
Indications suggest investment firms, as reflected by their business approach, are increasingly polarized

BIG OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL FIRMS
Increased commoditization creates opportunity for niche firms with specialized offerings

PERFORMANCE: THE PERVASIVE PREREQUISITE
Manager performance, either good or bad, is the ubiquitous influence on business success

TECHNOLOGY: AN EMERGING MANDATE
Firms challenged with greater client scrutiny recognize that technology is the new imperative

RETOOLING THE PLANT
Economic pressures have industry dealing with spread between manufacturing and distribution

MARKETING RENAISSANCE
A mature asset management industry is driving the need for brand differentiation
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Research Methodology
MMI members and a limited number of non-member asset management firms were invited to participate
in two separate confidential queries. First, an objective survey was completed online covering a short
list of distinguishing, mostly quantitative, but related characteristics. These included AUM, head count,
asset class participation, product format, investment style, distribution, ownership structure, firm tenure,
and perceived lifecycle stage. There was also an option for respondents to provide any comments
relative to the survey.
Second, respondents of the first questionnaire were asked to participate in a phone interview covering
a list of subjective issues around the key drivers, issues, and opportunities facing asset management
firms today. The outline for that discussion included feedback on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats (SWOT) around people, processes, and products.
Additional queries involved prompting reaction around the impact, both positive and negative, of
business drivers such as performance, product structures, human capital, operations/technology,
marketing, sales and awareness. Concurrent with the objective portion of this study, participants were
asked to provide key takeaways/tips, without firm or respondent attribution, for other asset managers.

Statistical Summary
Figure 2: Perceived Lifecycle Stage

# of Respondents

# of Respondents

Figure 1: AUM 2017

AUM

Perceived Lifecycle Stage
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Statistical Summary (Cont.)
Figure 4: Product Format

# of Respondents

# of Respondents

Figure 3: Asset Class

Asset Class

Average Number

Figure 5: Investments

Investment Type

# of Respondents

Figure 7: Firm Ownership Structure

Ownership Structure

Product Format

Figure 6: Distribution Approach
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The Lifecycle Theory
The concept of a lifecycle has been reflected in many ways: most often in relation to humans, but
frequently in reference to products and brands. And while it has roots in other industries, such as
consumer packaged goods, it naturally has significant relevance in the asset management industry.
For all, the defined stages include: Development, Introduction, Growth, and Maturity. The following
broadly defines each stage as it relates to asset management:
i.

Development: High risk period with infinitesimal success rate. Heavy costs and investments,
particularly for research and analysis. No revenue. This phase consists of ideation,
research/analysis, proof of concept, establishment of basic operating infrastructure (e.g., rent,
administration, legal, technical, patents, etc.) and naming/branding (including intellectual
property).

ii.

Introduction: Modest revenue stage, but low to no profit. It requires patience to cultivate
markets and begin to build targeted product awareness via a controlled advertising, public
relations, and influencer outreach. Marketing mix implications include: limited products, high
pricing, high expenses, selective distribution and targeted promotion to early adopters, as well
as low hanging fruit including “friends and family.” Regardless of the mix, every aspect of this
stage requires ongoing monitoring and assessment.

iii.

Growth: There are significant capital expenditures on infrastructure still required to meet
growing customer demand and to increase operating efficiencies. This coincides with rapid
increases in revenue, market share, and profitability. Expansion of product line, distribution, and
promotion is necessary to build brand loyalty in an increasingly competitive market.

iv.

Maturity: A key inflection point. Sales and profit growth slow and may decline. Should seek
strategic guidance on whether to reposition, harvest, acquire, merge, or sell. Regardless, it is
critical to reinvigorate the firm’s integrated marketing communication mix. There are two popular
marketing strategies to utilize in response — offensive and defensive. Offensive looks beyond
current markets and attempts to gain new buyers and/or market segments. Defensive consists
of special promotions, product changes, and other means to protect the quality and integrity of
the products.
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The Lifecycle Stages

Humans

Consumer
Packaged
Goods

Asset
Managers

Development

Introduction

Growth

Maturity

• Infancy, Childhood,
Adolescence
• Build physical and
mental foundations to
prepare for subsequent
stages
• Fully reliant on others,
but progressively push for
greater independence
• Develop a unique
personality and set of
interests

• Early Adulthood
• Fully developed / greater
control over physiological
changes
• Independence is
required as humans need
to provide for themselves
and others (e.g., family)
• Focus on establishing
professional skills and
experimenting with career
paths

• Midlife
• Typically encounter more
aches and pains that need to
be addressed
• Often face internal strife as
obligations increase due to
expanded familial
responsibilities
• Establish roots (e.g., home
ownership), routines, and
priorities to successfully
position themselves for
subsequent years

• Mature Adulthood / Retirement
• Greater need to proactively
manage increasing aches and pains
• Technology advances, flexible work
arrangements, greater dependence
on savings, and increased life
expectancy have inspired more
adults to revisit priorities in
retirement; reinvent yourself into
new career, passions, etc.

• Extensive market
research to identify
untapped needs
• Creating specific
solutions to meet these
needs and vetting
consumer interest
accordingly
• Thorough evaluation of
existing competitive
landscape
• Ongoing refinement of
product based on
research feedback

• Known as the “launch”
• Coordinated effort
across all levels of
distribution (i.e.,
manufacturing through
consumption)
• Heavy merchandising
and promotion to drive
demand
• Common merchandising
and promotion tactics
include couponing, trialsize products, and crosspurchase incentives

• Primarily defined by “line
extensions” beyond the
original offering to exploit
initial success and grow
market share
• Line extensions may be in
size, format, flavor, etc.
• Reminder advertising is
often used to drive expansion
• Success in maintaining
product satisfaction, building
brand participation, and
securing consumer loyalty is
measured by repeat purchase
behavior

• Need to “rethink” product utility
due to consumer demand shifts
• Strategic and tactical evaluation
should be conducted to identify
causes of demand shifts (e.g., trends,
competition)
• To maintain awareness and
broaden overall appeal, companies
may reformulate, expand use of,
and/or re-engineer delivery of the
product

• Establish fund, separate
accounts, etc., with
defined investment
objectives, philosophy
and process
• Begin institutional
consideration and
establish GIPS compliancy
• Interview and select
infrastructure provider
• Develop risk
management and
performance reporting

• Significant capital
investment and
fundraising
• Build marketing
foundation including all
compliance materials (e.g.,
fact sheets), pitch book,
and website
• Focus on building
investment performance
track record; enter
performance and
attribution into consultant
databases
• Establish branding, RFP
process, and CRM system

• Simultaneous growth in both
capital investment and
revenue
• Execute on distribution and
product enhancements to
better meet customer demand
• Re-evaluate human capital
needs (e.g., investment talent,
portfolio specialists, sales
professionals, client service,
leadership)
• Significant marketing and
communications (e.g., thought
leadership, digital) campaign
to fuel sales

• Strategic inflection point as it can
lead to either decline, stagnation, or
re-birth
• Evaluate if organizational structure,
processes, staffing, branding, etc. are
still relevant or if re-alignment is
needed
• Based on strategic and marketing
assessment, determine if firm should
reposition, harvest, partner, or sell
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Implications for Asset Management Firms
This study reviewed the typical passage from Introduction through Maturity for asset managers. There
is no discussion of the Development Stage, as all the responding firms were well beyond the nascent
stages for company start-up or initial product launch.

TYPICAL ASSET MANAGER LIFECYCLE

Throughout their lifecycle stages, asset management firms are confronted with the 5 P’s: Product, Price,
Promotion, Place, and Performance. Most of the respondents to the survey were keenly aware of the
economic impact of each relative to their current stage and potential going forward.
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Based on the results of both the objective and subjective research, several key
observations arose that provide important insight to help asset management firms
address critical issues at varying lifecycle stages.

Asset Management Firm Actualization
There is a pattern of behavioral influence in the asset management industry that, in many
ways, mimics Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.
In Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, you may remember that at the top of the pyramid is the
level known as self-actualization. That analogy applies to companies. In fact, one of the
major observations from this survey is the significant gap between asset management
firms’ internal perception of themselves in terms of both their life stage and their actual
capabilities.
For example, over 82% of the firms surveyed classify themselves as being in the growth
stage of the lifecycle; however, based on both their years in existence (most were 20-40
years old) and their assets under management/advisement (58% of respondents had less
than $10 billion), they appear to be in maturity or in an extended stagnation phase
between introduction and growth. These firms seem to be “treading water” for long
periods of time, then experiencing multiple dips, followed by subsequent increases in
assets.
In addition, approximately 60% of the firms surveyed are comfortable with their
investment offerings and pride themselves on the infrastructure they have built internally.
However, few have introduced any new product strategies/solutions in many years or
invested in more efficient and effective infrastructure improvements in operations and
technology or marketing and sales.
Nearly 80% of the companies surveyed are privately owned and categorize themselves
as active equity managers. These firms reflect the fact that the asset management
industry is a “barbell” - with a handful of multi-trillion-dollar asset management firms
controlling the lion’s share of the industry AUM on one end, and a significant number of
smaller, boutique firms representing the old, “cottage asset management industry” on the
other end of the barbell.
An interesting aside: public companies are typically held to standards set by an
independent board as opposed to privately-held firms having more autonomy. Perhaps,
the lesson for privately held asset managers is to embrace the best practices in
leadership, organizational structure, and day-to-day operations exhibited by their public
counterparts.
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Issues:
➢ The lost opportunity costs of not implementing the appropriate strategic and
tactical changes necessary based on firms’ actual life stages.
➢ Defensiveness about weak relative performance causing firms to be weighed
down, side-tracked and apologetic. Many have not recovered fully from the 2008
credit crisis in terms of performance - thus illuminating the gap between their
perception of themselves as growth companies and the reality that they are
stagnating in the maturity stage.
➢ Firms have not responded quickly enough in developing new, more relevant
product and service solutions, causing them to have to play catch up based on
the dynamics and investment implications of a mature industry - fee compression,
the movement towards passive management, the “robo” invasion, stream-lined
distribution platforms, and the consumer-driven nature of the business.
➢ Asset managers’ “promise” of performance and their actual performance results.
Style drift, out-of-favor investment styles and sectors, commoditized asset
classes such as large-cap growth/value have also contributed to this.

Opportunities:
Although half the firms surveyed suffer from this gap in firm actualization, the other half
serve as great role models and benchmarks from which to learn. Specifically:
➢ A more constructive, positive approach to assessment of core capabilities,
resulting in the addition of product line extensions that better reflect the needs of
today’s market in terms of: investment style; solutions (i.e., overlays, concentrated
portfolios, blend of passive/active, factor based investing, blend of quantitative
and qualitative investment approaches, total return, reduced volatility products in
the alternative arena, etc.); product structure (i.e., SMAs, mutual funds, ETFs,
CITs, etc.); and expanded channels of distribution (i.e., institutional, intermediary,
retirement, robo, etc.)
➢ The reality that a firm is at a critical inflection point in maturity and has positioned
itself to either: merge with another firm; acquire other firms with complementary
competencies; or hire more professional management to provide leadership and
strategic direction, etc.
➢ Not allow either optimism or pessimism to become a self-fulfilling prophecy, but
rather face the reality of the need to reinvent themselves and be willing to take the
risk to do so.
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Respondent Insights:
This study purposefully connects asset manager behavior witnessed in the polling with
the human experience, hence our reference to Human Lifecycle and Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs. There is an axiom that says people are three different people simultaneously:
who they think they are; how they think others see them; and how others really see them.
“Don’t let fear hold you back from being bold and moving away from status quo.”
“Don’t be afraid to fail - but do it infrequently and try new things - new markets, new
products, etc.”
“It is as tough and gritty environment as I have ever seen it. Competition is heating up rep as PM, providers offering free ETF strategies, smart beta, etc. You have to be able
to pivot, keep your ears to the ground, and utilize solutions that use ETFs in different
ways.”
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Survivors and Thrivers
While there is a significant spectrum of firms as defined by their processes, the asset
management firms surveyed appear to be divided: approximately 40% are survivors and
the other 60% are thrivers. In short, survivors have narrowly made it through tough times
and are less proactive, while thrivers have proactively and aggressively moved their
business forward.
The key traits exhibited by firms categorized as survivors include: passive (not proactive
or necessarily reactive); tactical; risk-averse in their decision making; inert (have not
moved forward in the shadow of 2008); have a concentrated product line; and employ a
“milking the cow” approach to running their business.
The key traits exhibited by firms categorized as thrivers include: proactive; strategic; selfaware (actualization); disciplined; have enterprising leadership focused on core
competencies and maximizing firm value; consumer focused; and opportunistic.
Importantly, based on a recent McKinsey & Company study* on growth
thrivers are committed to utilizing a diverse set of strategies for organic
reallocate funds from a variety of sources, creating new products, services,
models. These firms perform better by constantly optimizing their core
capabilities such as sales, pricing, and marketing.

companies,
growth and
or business
commercial

Survivors are:
➢ Content with the status quo (sometimes “milking the cow”). As defined in a recent
SEI study “The Purposeful Advisory Firm,”** these firms are often categorized as
“lifestyle firms” that have a healthy balance between work and personal life.
➢ Normally profitable way into the maturity stage, have maximized cash flow, and
strong client relationships. Many have long-tenured employees and have not
invested in cutting-edge technology, sales, marketing or operations.
➢ Minimally interested in building the next generation, thus limiting the firm’s future
value.

Thrivers are:
➢ Firms that live beyond their original ownership (have transition plans).
➢ Run by professional managers, and have instituted formalized processes and
procedures. This usually results in higher enterprise value for the firm and
profitability.
➢ Actualized and in touch with reality as exhibited by the fact many understand the
need to reinvent and differentiate themselves to be more relevant in the current
environment in terms of product solutions and channels of distribution.
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Issues:
➢ The asset management industry supports many different business models.
However, the majority of study respondents are privately owned and cannot be
defined as thrivers. It is important to stress that there is no right or wrong model if it
serves a firm’s goals and client needs. It is contingent on a firm’s owners to weigh
the “pros and cons” and the resulting trade-offs and opportunities.
➢ The important point is that at a certain stage, each firm’s principals must decide to
either maintain the status quo (“milk the cow”), or take a more proactive role in
leading their business to the next level. It is up to executive management to weigh
the “pros and cons” resulting in trade-offs and opportunity costs. Also, regardless
of whether a particular firm is a survivor or thriver, over 90% of the firms interviewed
have clear, consistent and repeatable investment processes that contain risk
metrics and benchmarks and are GIPS compliant.

Opportunities:
➢ Do not allow inertia to be the key driver of your firm’s fate. Spend time strategically
thinking about, planning, and following the right roadmap for your firm. For
example, a handful of the firms surveyed brought in a professional COO to guide
them with the most appropriate updates to increase efficiency and effectiveness.
Some have also lifted out new portfolio management teams to diversify and
expand their product offerings.
➢ Weigh the trade-offs, as we all have limited funds, then invest accordingly in
operations, technology, talent and your brand. Your investments will be guided
by whether you want to sustain or grow your business.
➢ Always remain client-centric. This will both help you retain current relationships
and/or build new ones.
➢ Take advantage of out-sourced opportunities in your front, middle and back-office
administration and technology, marketing, etc. so you can focus on your core
investment management and client service.

➢ To adapt in today’s active fund management world, go on a diet. Whether you
are a survivor or thriver - shrink expenses, better align with investors, increase
your efficiency, and differentiate your products (make sure you carve out a niche,
add alpha in performance, invest in specialty asset classes, etc.)

*McKinsey & Company: Mastering Three Strategies of Organic Growth; Marketing &
Sales, August 2017; Kabir Ahuja, Liz Hilton Segel, Jasko Perrey
**SEI: The Purposeful Advisory Firm, June 2017; John Anderson, Raef Lee, Bob Veres
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Respondent Insights:
“Stick to your core competencies, exploit them, invest in them - know what you do well
and take advantage of them.”
“Figure out your top priorities and communicate to all your stakeholders so everyone is
operating from the same page.”
“Do what you say you are going to do; do it consistently; do it with a smile; make it easy
for your prospects and clients.”
“You must feel comfortable in your gut with all your decisions. If you are not, do not be
arrogant, consider how you can make things better - whether that means outsourcing or
not.”
“Put your money where your mouth is – consider adopting performance-based, fulcrum
fees as a way of differentiating, offering many potential benefits to investors.”
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Big Opportunity for Small Firms
For the longest time, size had been the ultimate arbiter in the asset management
business. Bigger had to be better. Be it the size in performance spread vs. the nearest
competitor, the sheer size of total assets, or both, a firm’s size literally tipped the decision
scale. However, increasingly the gauge of asset management prowess has moved
beyond size, and scrutiny of performance has broadened to include risk-adjusted,
benchmark-relevant, and purely absolute measures. Similarly, the definition of AUM size
has markedly turned to reward proven, repeatable process and time-in-grade over mere
tonnage. This is great news for the emerging manager - perhaps the unknown name,
with the eccentric investment style, operating in a C County in the Midwest, or a
combination of all those atypical characteristics.
The time of smaller, emerging firms being viewed as less worthy to participate alongside
their larger brethren players, and the moniker of “boutique” being a veritable pejorative,
is now over.
Size is also a distraction. Frequently, asset management firms of all sizes spend a
disproportionate amount of their time attempting to build distribution with the wirehouses
and large RIAs.
Importantly, the recognition of niche firms and their acceptance beyond merely vogue is
evidence that asset management going forward may rely more on a combination of firms
rather than just a few behemoth organizations.

Issues:
➢ Over 60% of responding firms in the survey discussed how they need to
overcome size prejudice after being classified as not-quite-ready-yet given their
size relative to larger asset managers.
➢ Other firms felt that their size, and narrow distribution, at a minimum put them in
the penalty box for growth, and at a maximum was seen as a negative
reflection on their investment prowess.
➢ For many of these firms, creating advisor and/or investor adoption of their
product offerings has been a challenge.
➢ Often, asset managers miss low hanging fruit, pursuing national distributors.
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Opportunities:
➢ Proactive asset managers have seized the newfound need to be different and
have parlayed that appetite into sizable assets relative to their organizational
history.

A

➢ Others have found ways to work with larger firms, particularly for distribution, and
this approach has proven to be a 1+1=3. Smaller firms have leveraged these
relationships, taking them from New Haven to Broadway without nearly the
distribution investment historically required to build AUM.
➢ Particularly popular are firms, with smaller asset bases yet long-term track
records, that have been able to exploit the interest for sub-advisory contracts.
This has been a great way for smaller firms to access breadth of distribution;
taking a portion of the fees with far greater near-term opportunity to raise assets.
➢ The growing popularity of strategic relationships is evident. The spawning
pairings of smaller and larger firms have proven successful. Larger, more mature
managers, who once pooh-poohed working with smaller shops, are now
enthusiastically embracing the business expansion potential.
➢ Owning your backyard: Building adoption across local distribution – both
institutional and advisor level – will contribute to positive reputation, brand, and
AUM progress.

Respondent Insights:
➢ “People don’t think they need firms like Merrill or Schwab, but they won’t grow
without them.”
➢ “You should be expanding when things look bleakest, but contracting when
things are at their best.”
➢ “As a small firm, we’re finally getting recognition… but it took a long time.”
➢ “Strategic partnerships will win the day – pick partners that complement your
value proposition.”
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Performance: The Pervasive Prerequisite
In the asset management industry, performance has always been the penultimate driver,
and it is no surprise that survey respondents spent a lot of time discussing its impact on
their businesses.
There is constant pressure on managers, particularly Emerging Managers, to deliver
“better-to-superior” returns for their clients. When an asset manager performs well, the
impact on the firm is direct, instant and very positive, extending to the firm’s collective
disposition. However, when performance is poor, participants in the study reported
significant net outflows that often sent the firm spiraling attitudinally. From the feedback,
performance - up or down - drives firm mood, productivity, and economic reward like no
other business factor.
Due to the potential impact on the overall success of the firm, managers often find
themselves victims to the unnatural demands of performance. This frequently becomes
a debilitating distraction for asset managers. Often, other necessary pieces of running an
asset management firm, such as human resources, operations, technology, sales and
marketing, and public relations, to name a few, are subjugated by performance demands.
Reports of a negative, self-fulfilling prophecy arose in the interviews.
A large part of the performance narrative centers around the active-passive debate. While
it is difficult to strip away the influence of passive managers’ recent success, those who
are active managers are either admittedly defensive or concerned with the long-term
impact to their business.
Managers who get beat up by past performance are often left apologetic and even less
confident in their capabilities. These managers are scarred, and don't believe they can
ever get back to the size they were. The primary issue that faces managers with these
thoughts is that when an opportunity arises to bring in more assets, the manager is timid
and hesitant. When performance is poor, a firm should look to build rather than protect.
In short, as stated by survey participants, strong relative performance is immediately
accretive to AUM and revenue growth, whereas a decline, particularly over an extended
period, has proven to be decimating.

Issues:
➢ When performance is poor, it becomes a manager’s singular focus. Performance
demands become a distraction, and time/resources allocated towards improving
performance could be used elsewhere, such as looking to diversify product
offerings. Managers cannot get tunnel vision, and it is important that they see the
bigger picture.
➢ While nobody doubts the impact of performance, this influence was exacerbated
by managers talking about 2008 as if it were yesterday. For those, it is difficult to
be progressive and proactive.
➢ Firms are spending more on distribution (cost of sale), collecting less in revenue
(fee compression), and are hostage to performance scrutiny. It is a triple whammy.
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Opportunities:
➢ When dealing with active vs. passive, proactive managers have taken a “if you
can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em” approach. Such firms report aggressively shifting their
positioning to pair active and passive strategies in their offerings.
➢ If a firm lacks internal capabilities to launch passive products, they can partner with
a firm that does in order to create a diverse offering.
➢ Firms can partner with distributors who need offsetting strategies.

Respondent Insights:
➢ “Performance has been extremely detrimental recently to the success of our firm.”
➢ “Managing expectations is an important piece of performance.”
➢ “Too much emphasis on one successful strategy is dangerous, as what goes up
must come down.”
➢ “Performance… The bain of our existence.”
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Technology: An Emerging Mandate
Asset managers have become accustomed to "singing for their supper" and have, over
time, honed their ability to verify for their respective buyer, be it an institution, an advisor
and/or a retail investor, that they have the requisite capabilities to meet certain investment
needs. However, today’s market environment brings new challenges. One of the
important threads in the feedback coming from asset managers of all sizes is how they
are dealing with legacy technology and investing in possible replacement solutions.
In many cases, firms voiced a competitive disadvantage based on their lack of
preparedness to answer a new set of questions coming from their broad decision-makers.
Of course, investment process and repeatable performance are among the top prerequisites for asset manager approval; however, firms now need to be ready to answer
questions regarding financial accountability, trading accuracy, cyber security, and
reporting confidentiality, concerns all directly impacted by technology-driven-solutions.
In our industry, firm reputation, be it perception or reality, can fade quickly and turn around
slowly. For that reason, firms must be very adroit and respond to a new level of scrutiny
from institutions, advisors, and investors. Any perceived kink in the armor can be
devastating.
In a different context, firms have clearly not fully embraced technology for sales and
marketing purposes. For example, certain respondents sheepishly admitted that CRM is
more of a nuisance, and others groused that they are less engaged with web-based
promotions.
While many firms ascribe lack of technological prowess to budgetary constraints, others
blame it on a “lack of corporate commitment.” Further, firms acknowledge that there is a
level of insecurity to move beyond proprietary systems. Suffice it to say, as in other areas
of this survey, we witnessed some finger-pointing, but in no area more than technology.

Issues:
➢ Respondents shared countless examples of needing to be better prepared,
beyond merely due diligence and RFP responses, and to give clients greater
confidence in their total capabilities.
➢ In addition to portfolio structure, investment process, and long-term performance,
there is increasing scrutiny on compliance, operations, trading and even cyber
security issues that dwarfs the level of query on the asset management process.
➢ Along with the changing screening lexicon for asset managers, there is a new
expectation that firms compete on a much higher level. This can be problematic
for the smaller firms that are not yet prepared to respond.
➢ Firms of all sizes remarked that there is “room for improvement” around
technology as a means of better marketing; some admit to being too wedded to
proprietary systems.
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Opportunities:
➢ A significant percentage of respondents discussed their success in outsourcing
for best-of-breed solutions. Rather than being apologetic for what their current
staff cannot provide, they have looked externally for additional help.
➢ Other firms have made strategic decisions to invest in better tools, adding internal
talent and technology to meet the revised level of client query. It is unclear at
this point which is the better choice - internal or external - and whether there has
been ROI success.
➢ Firms are beginning to recognize that improved connectivity for all aspects of
their business - portfolio management, trade operations and reconciliation,
security, accounting, sales, rating agency feeds, CRM, commission payments,
web-based marketing and beyond - is reliant upon investment in technology.
Many of the smaller, aggressive firms credit their technological advances for
asset expansion and market share.
➢ Expensive technology is viewed across firms of all sizes as a necessary arrow in
the quiver; it is a competitive advantage, particularly from a product sales
perspective.

Respondent Insights:
➢ “With the acceleration of change, it is crucial to try and find other people going
through the same cycle.”
➢ “IT is the backbone of a small firm.”
➢ “Operational strength is more important now than ever, as topics such as cyber
security become more prominent.”
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Retooling the Plant
While some asset management firms are less than enthusiastic about the “manufacturer”
moniker, across the board, survey participants clearly acknowledge, even begrudgingly,
that there is a stronger distinction between manufacturing and distribution than ever
before. And consistent across all sizable manufacturing verticals, whether automobile,
PC, telecom, food services or others, firms have had to rethink their respective assembly
lines to better adopt and respond to customer needs.
In the parlance of manufacturing, the asset management industry has long lived with
“build it and they will come.” However, in the last few years, firms have become much
more attuned to market data, trends, and industry research that more fully describe
advisor needs and investor appetites. As a result, aided by competitive pressures and
industry consultants, participants have reallocated capital to reinvest in updating their
operations and infrastructure.

Issues:
➢ Many of the firms we talked to in the broader interview process revealed the
struggle in making sure that their current offerings are meeting the appetite of
their clients. There seems to often be a struggle around expanding product
formats (mutual funds to separate accounts and vice versa) to meet the needs
of current clients.
➢ Other respondents, regardless of asset size and life stage, revealed that they
might be viewed as less contemporary, even anachronistic, relative to their
product offerings.
➢ With the ongoing pressure and debate between active and passive management,
firms on either side of that argument are ultimately concerned with their ability to
provide optimal solutions.
➢ Others said that to be viewed as a contemporary manufacturer in an industry
where there has been so much focus on individual products, they have found a
distinguishing characteristic in pushing beyond product for best solutions.
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Opportunities:
➢ More aggressive firms have moved beyond single format products, broadening
offerings, and providing combination solutions.
➢ Firms profiting from line extensions and promoting cross-asset class, as well as
cross-format versioning, have seen significant success.
➢ Partnering across asset managers to provide investment solutions and not just
freestanding products.
➢ Many firms, regardless of size, are eager to open new ways to distribute: Robo,
new channels such as bank trust departments, sub-advisory mandates, and
others.

Respondent Insights:
➢ “The hardest thing in this business is to be patient and to stay true to your process
when things are not going well. Hire the smartest people you can find and provide
proper incentives. Culture is extremely important, and it gives reason to stay
together.”
➢ “Be bold, look to the future, be willing to make the tough decisions, and be willing
to invest in your business.”
➢ “Stay open to outside perspective. Helping others is important, as it is a two-way
street.”
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A Marketing Renaissance
The need for marketing and brand awareness takes on a more paramount position in
mature industries, companies, and brands. Unfortunately, for emerging asset managers
and self-described boutique firms in the growth stage, marketing and branding play a
minimal role.
Many of these firms do not have formalized marketing budgets or robust marketing
functions. Moreover, while over 80% believe their brand is differentiated and well known
within their target segments, half of these firms have not spent any time or resources on
brand building or revisiting their brand by conducting formal brand reviews with clients
and prospects in years.
Firms without formalized marketing plans and budgets will be severely hindered from
growth and will find it challenging to differentiate their company by message, position,
and brand, without being drowned out by a cacophony of noise from the largest asset
management firms.
For example, there are over 2,100 unique, active U.S. equity funds, more than half of
which are large-cap funds. Naturally, this also applies to the broader active-fund complex,
which appears to be overgrown and commoditized.
This highlights the need for differentiation through smart target marketing and messaging
that is clear and consistent with the who, what, and why stated in a firm’s value
proposition.

Issues:
In the marketing arena, there is a significant gap between the larger, more mature asset
management firms and those that consider themselves to be asset management
boutiques. As a result, there is a clear competitive advantage flowing to the larger firms,
which have well developed and sophisticated marketing groups with large marketing and
sales budgets.
➢ Many smaller firms are not utilizing the full array of integrated marketing
communications, including advertising, social media, thought leadership,
webinars, conferences, and events.
➢ While most of the smaller, growth oriented firms state they use public relations
through either a small external public relations firm or via internal resources, they
are not necessarily leveraging any positive public recognition they receive to
garner new business or to solidify existing client relationships.
➢ In terms of brand awareness, there appears to be a schism between firms’
perceptions of their brand and the actual external level of awareness by their
target audiences (although we did not conduct a formal brand awareness
survey.) Consequently, these firms are not spending any financial capital, nor are
they dedicating any human capital, to focus on increasing brand awareness,
differentiation, messaging or positioning.
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Opportunities:
Most private boutiques are conservative by nature, and must be prudent in how they
allocate their capital resources. When faced with competing demands, money will
normally be allocated to sales and distribution versus marketing, which will have a higher
short-term return on investment.
However, there clearly is an opportunity for smaller boutique firms to enhance their
marketing activities in support of sales/ distribution.
➢ Instead of building a robust in-house marketing and integrated communications
group, consider out-sourcing marketing to a trusted agency or individual. There
has been an increasing trend in the last few years to use fractional marketing
and communication consultants, which allows firms to concentrate on their core
businesses.
➢ However, firms need at least one or two in-house professionals to manage these
relationships and provide appropriate legal and editorial review. In addition, the
latest marketing trend is to provide more analytical marketing materials, showing
advisors where a specific strategy fits within an overall portfolio allocation and
the impact of that strategy on a portfolio’s total return. Portfolio specialists play a
large role in this as well.
➢ To make your firm appear larger than it is, consider hiring a virtual Chief
Marketing Officer (CMO) that you can have on retainer on a part-time basis, but
reflect on your website and legal material as your CMO.
➢ Direct your outsourced Marketing team to develop a Marketing Plan that is
centered around key sales and revenue projections for your firm. That way you
can prioritize marketing initiatives that will have a more direct impact on sales. It
is imperative that this plan be developed jointly by marketing and distribution.
When marketing and sales jointly develop an advisor segmentation strategy, they
are strategically aligned in acquiring, supporting and retaining business in the
most coherent and cost-effective way; however, according to a recent DST study
by Kasina,* only 19.2% of firms do so.
➢ Make use of whatever data you have. Many firms have CRM and marketing
systems that can guide companies to use their capital more efficiently. Once
marketing and sales have jointly identified their most attractive prospects and
valuable customers, an outsourced marketing partner can leverage this
information wisely to pinpoint opportunities that appeal to your target segment
profile, and optimize them across channels and devices.

* DST Kasina: Capitalizing on Disruption: Transforming Asset Management for 2020,
February 21, 2017; Julia Binder, Matthew Fronczke, Lawrence Petrone
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Opportunities (Cont.):
➢ Leading companies are constantly using data and customer feedback to refine
their marketing and sales strategies to ensure their messages are relevant, timely
and resonating with the right audience.
➢ In sync with the Marketing Plan, develop an editorial calendar that will guide your
communications and marketing activities and be calibrated with conferences,
due diligence meetings, public relations, webinars, digital marketing initiatives
(which are usually more efficient and measurable than traditional marketing
efforts), content marketing, etc. All outbound or inbound related campaigns
should always be thought out to have a clearly defined beginning, middle, and
end (follow-up). Always make sure you have the human capital (i.e., internal
sales desk, external wholesalers, institutional marketers) to ensure timely followup. Otherwise, do not commit any money to a campaign, as you will be wasting
precious time and money!
➢ Your outsourced CMO can also ensure that your firm clarifies and articulates
your firm’s strategic direction, including your core purpose, mission, value
proposition, and core values, as well as defining your ideal client and strategies
to reach and service them. In addition, it is important to make sure all your
communications, including your pitch books, sell sheets, presentations, website,
etc., have consistency of message. In our opinion, this is a challenge for 9 out of
10 asset management firms across all asset levels.
➢ Attend conferences and industry events to stay up-to-date with the industry’s
latest marketing and sales trends.

Respondent Insights:
➢ “We are disadvantaged in this area because we are smaller. It makes it more
difficult to compete with larger firms. Thirty years ago smaller firms dominated.
Now, larger firms dominate. This has created a tug-of-war between small firms
for mind and market share.”
➢ “Finding an effective way to promote my firm is important and really not
complicated, but also not easy to execute.”
➢ “Smaller firms are nimble - take advantage of that!”
➢ “It is difficult to do it alone. I am constantly conferring with colleagues, outside
experts, and I attend conferences, participate in panel discussions and stay open
to outside perspectives.”
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Comment, Checklist, and Conclusion
This study afforded the opportunity for a very candid dialogue with a cross-section of
domestic asset management firms. While possibly limited in statistical significance, there
is no doubt about the study’s directional import. At a minimum, it serves as a reminder,
and in some cases a wake-up call, for all asset management firms that they are facing a
rapidly maturing industry with corresponding ramifications on their product and
distribution mix.
Based on this study, asset managers should consider these best practices a checklist for
success:

☑

Be realistic about your firm’s capabilities
Conduct a holistic review; gain insight from internal and external perspectives

☑

Beware of internal dysfunctionalities
Focus your entire firm on being a thriver, not just a survivor

☑

Take advantage of your size
As a small firm, be opportunistic working with big firms, and vice-versa

☑

Look beyond performance
The performance requirement will never go away; make sure to build around it

☑

Make technology a priority
Demonstrate agility and a quicker-to-market approach to enable growth

☑

Invest in infrastructure
Be progressive; do not let your organization be seen as obsolete by clients

☑

Build a story in the marketplace
Create differentiation that is powerful beyond product, price, and performance

The robust objective data and subjective information collected from this survey sheds light
on the realities the industry is facing today and the need for asset management firms to
remain astute in the decisions they should be making based on their actual life stage. It
is a reminder to firms to constantly look inside, as well as out, in order to maintain a
realistic sense of their investment capabilities, performance, and core competencies.
Firms must also evaluate their penchant for progress, partnership with technology,
commitment to human intervention, and acceptance of diverse perspectives and, as
always, be open to a little bit of luck.
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Appendix
Objective Questionnaire and Results (conducted via online survey tool)
34 Total Respondents
i.

Total AUM (check the appropriate category)

AUM

2017

2007

1997

1987

1977

$0-250M

2

4

9

14

11

$250M-1B

4

6

9

1

1

$1-5B

5

12

5

0

0

$5-10B

9

4

1

1

0

$10-25B

7

2

0

1

1

$25-100B

1

1

2

1

0

$100-500B

4

2

1

0

0

$500B+

2

2

0

0

0

ii.

Count of Full-Time Staff (check the appropriate category)

# of Full-Time
Employees

2017

2007

1997

1987

1977

0-10

5

7

11

14

9

10-25

6

8

9

2

0

25-100

12

11

2

1

1

100-500

4

1

1

1

1

500-1000

4

3

1

1

0

1000+

3

2

1

0

0

iii.

Asset Class
o Equity: 88.2%
o Fixed Income: 76.5%
o Alternatives: 52.9%
o Other: 29.4% (Multi asset, Cash, Overlays)

Full time Staff
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iv.

Product Format(s)
o SMA: 82.4%
o Model: 64.7%
o Funds / ETFs: 88.2%
o Other: 23.5% (Closed end funds, CITs)

v.

Investments
o Passive: 24.4%
o Active: 75.6%

vi.

Distribution
o Direct-to-Investor: 47%
o Advisor-assisted: 91.2%
o Robo: 23.5%
o Institutional: 82.4%
o Other: 14.7% (Banks, Retirement and AUA)

vii. Firm Ownership Structure (select one)
o Public: 20.6%
o Private: 79.4%
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viii. Firm Tenure
o Years since inception: 28.7 years
o Years under current ownership: 17.3 years
ix.

How would you describe your firm’s lifecycle stage (select one)?
o Introduction Stage – 8.82%
o Growth Stage – 82.35%
o Maturity Stage – 8.82%

x.

Comments?
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Subjective Survey Outline (conducted via live telephone interview)
SWOT analysis-structured conversation focusing on three primary attributes:
1. People
2. Process
3. Product
Opportunities

Threats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Additional Queries:
Please describe key drivers that are positively/negatively impacting your business:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Performance
Product Structure
Human Capital
Operations/Technology
Marketing
Sales
Awareness

Please provide key takeaways/tips
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